glass prisms and lenses, and the work continued without any substantial interruption.
In 1926, Foster received a fellowship from the International Education Board to spend something less than a year in Copenhagen at Niels Bohr's Institute for Theoretical Physics. Mrs Foster and the two boys spent the time in Newfoundland. He found himself at the centre of perhaps the most exciting place and time in the history of physics, when Heisenberg, Bohr, and their colleagues were hammering out the new quantum mechanics that is now the central feature of physics. His Copenhagen stay gave Foster the chance to publish his most important single paper, and it stamped his tastes and attitudes in physics for the rest of his life. Bohr and Heisenberg became his abiding heroes. He always admired the direct, simple, and intuitive forms of theory and experiment, as typified by those Copenhagen days.
After McGill. Reminiscences of those days by colleagues and students tell of the long hours that Foster worked; of his care with his research students but his rather cavalier lecturing to undergraduates; of the black art of making Lo Surdo discharge tubes run properly; of long discussions at tea; and of his incessant laughter. He was the first prominent McGill physicist to have got his training elsewhere than at Cambridge, and at first he was sometimes slightly defensive about it. Within eleven years of his Yale Ph.D. he was an F.R.S., though, and the question became academic. Today that situation would probably operate in reverse.
After the outbreak of the [1939] [1940] [1941] [1942] [1943] [1944] [1945] war, several physicists at McGill started to work on radar development. Some of this work, particularly that on slotted waveguide antennas by W. H. Watson and his students, was to find its way into battle before the war was over. The McGill effort, known as the Hush-Hush Lab, flourished until 1944. Foster helped to establish it, but apparently he felt, at least in part wrongly, that its efforts might never have a chance to contribute. In any case, in 1941 he went to the newly-established Radiation Laboratory of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in Cambridge, Massachusetts. The Radiation Lab's name was deliberately vague, to cover its activities as the heart of the U.S. effort in radar develop ment. Well-known physicists, engineers, and other scientists from all over the U.S.A. were gathered there; some of them were later to transfer to the nuclear weapons project. The place had the kind of informality and scientific cameraderie that Foster throve on. Foster's official position was that of scientific liaison officer for the National Research Council of Canada. It would be difficult to imagine a worse liaison man. He never was much of a correspondent, and while his mind was on science (which was most of the time), any handy wastebasket was a temptation to him to deal promptly with his paper work. W hat he did, of course, was to disappear into the laboratory and start inventing things.
While at M .I.T., Foster returned to McGill every second Saturday of the academic session to give lectures, simultaneously smuggling bits and pieces of new radar equipment by the Boston and Maine railway. He always had a rather informal attitude toward the Canada-U.S. boundary, and was not upset that what he was smuggling wras also officially secret. The customs men at the border-crossing came to know him, with some accuracy, as the Mad Professor. He remained at M .I. Towards the end of the war 'in which the value of nuclear research was amply demonstrated' (in Foster's words), he returned to McGill with greatly enlarged ideas about a cyclotron. Again he was able to secure the support of the University, and plans were set on foot on a much larger and better balanced scale. Once more with the help of Professor Terroux, an under ground cyclotron room was designed to fit against a hillside, so as to be easily buried, while the connected Radiation Laboratory stood clear.
The cyclotron was originally planned to have pole pieces 80 inches in diameter, and in the final event they were 82 inches. At the time it was the second-largest cyclotron in existence. The largest, then as now, was at the Berkeley Radiation Laboratory. (This is perhaps only a play on words, because the largest modern high-energy accelerators are not called cyclo trons.) The detailed design and much of the execution was in the hands of a large team of able young physicists whose education had been interrupted by technical service in the war. Typically they had one or two degrees in physics each, and were looking for exciting work and their Ph.D.s. Foster gave them both. The initial phases of the cyclotron project were done almost incredibly quickly and cheaply, at least as seen in retrospect. Foster's driving energy and imagination, and his group of young technical people, overrode all the obstacles.
By 1947, the original two-storey Radiation Laboratory and the main mechanical parts of the cyclotron were in place. By 1949, the machine was running and experiments were under way. The cost of this phase was less than $300 000, a figure that is widely disbelieved nowadays because it seems so low for a 100-MeV machine. Nevertheless, the scheme was of un precedented scale for university physics in Canada; only today, seventeen years later, are accelerators of comparable size appearing in Canada, each of them heavily subsidized by government (as McGill's was not). Up to Foster's retirement as Director in 1960, the Laboratory had produced about eighty graduates, nearly all Ph.D.s. This is by far the largest number of nuclear physicists from any Canadian institution.
Scientific w o r k
Foster's scientific work falls clearly into three periods: from 1920 to 1940 he worked mainly on the Stark effect and to a smaller extent on other spectroscopic work; from 1940 to 1945 he was concerned with wartime radar development, mostly to do with microwave antennas; and from 1945 to his retirement in 1960, his efforts were directed towards the Radiation Labora tory and cyclotron. The three compartments of his work were not water tight. For example, his interest in microwave antenna work lasted for many years after 1945, and his last two publications returned again to the Stark effect.
i r}o Biographical Memoirs Spectroscopy and the Stark effect When Foster became a graduate student at Yale, the suggestion of the Stark effect as a research problem, and the initial direction, came from Professor Henry Bumstead. After his death, Foster's nominal supervisor was Professor Leigh Page. One does not imagine that Foster required much supervision once he got the bit in his teeth, and indeed by the time he received his Ph.D. m 1924, he was a well-known authonty on the Stark effect.
The Stark effect has always played an oddly subservient role in spectroscopy. It is an effect whose fundamental importance is no smallei than that of the Zeeman effect, but it came later, it is less easy to interpret, and it does not directly involve that glamorous quantity, the electron spin. Yet in some ways the Stark effect has been even more significant than the Zeeman effect. From the viewpoint of the early twenties, the Zeeman effect, at least the 'normal' one, had a classical explanation, first given by Lorentz. On the other hand a classical treatment at the same level predicts that the Stark effect does not exist, for a uniform electric field applied to a classical oscillating charged particle will displace the zero of oscillation, but will leave the frequency unaffected.
This difficulty is removed when one goes to the old quantum theory. Here the potential energy of the electron with respect to the applied field appears as a change in the total energy for any particular quantum state, and Bohr's frequency condition applied to the changed energy differences between levels can yield a modified spectral frequency. It was customary then to refer to the Stark effect as 'essentially a quantum phenomenon', and to its existence as a verification of the form of the Bohr frequency condition. It is a little less easy to attach such definite meanings to these statements today. Nevertheless the successful application of the Bohr theory to the hydrogen atom in an electric field by Epstein and by Schwarzschild in 1916 has been referred to by White as 'the most outstanding early success of the Bohr quantum theory'. The results are not much affected by introducing proper quantum mechanics and the Dirac electron.
Foster's earliest papers were concerned with Stark effect observations in helium and hydrogen, with great attention paid to the perfecting of the apparatus. During all of his work on the Stark effect he brooded over the design of Lo Surdo discharge tubes, and he was able to make them behave better than anyone else. In the Lo Surdo tube, the gas is kept at a pressure of a few millimetres of mercury, and there is a long constriction leading to the cathode. The applied potential is several kilovolts, and the light is taken from the region of the cathode fall of potential. The electric field that causes the Stark effect is that of this potential fall. If this region is imaged on to the slit of the spectrograph, each spectral line will show the Stark effect of the whole range of electric field strengths in the Lo Surdo tube. The fields are not known absolutely, but are of course the same for all lines; a single line of known behaviour is sufficient for a calibration.
The tubes have many practical problems, especially when long exposures are necessary. The troubles include instability of the discharge (with con sequent blurring due to changes in the electric field), pitting of the cathode, and sputtering of the cathode material on to the tube's window. Foster's beautiful photographs, which appear in most standard texts on spectroscopy, are sufficient tribute to his skill and patience. Foster also showed his skill early in the design of a multi-prism spectrograph of variable dispersion, and in the use of a neutral wedge for intensity measurements.
After his move to McGill in 1924, Foster extended the preceding work of Koch and Stark on the appearance of 'forbidden' lines in the Stark effect in helium. In the Lo Surdo patterns, not only do existing lines shift position with the changing field, but also new lines appear as the field increases. Many of these lines clearly have zero-field origins which are not occupied by any line. Bohr had supposed that the forbidden lines had their origins in transitions that were permitted only in the presence of the electric field. Foster's careful measurements and analysis verified this idea. It became easy to see that the orbital angular momentum is not conserved in the presence of an external electric field (as opposed to a magnetic field) and hence that the usual selection rule Al = T l no longer operates.
As soon as there was a clear qualitative understanding of Stark-effect behaviour, the results could be used to assist in the analysis of spectra. Foster showed that the Stark patterns in helium were consistent within any one spectral series, but varied from one series to another. He was able to make an extension of Kramers's perturbation treatment of hydrogen to show why this should be so, and thus for the first time to establish 'some law and order in the Stark effect' of atomic spectra in general.
Foster's interest in the new developments in quantum mechanics was already keen when he began his stay at Bohr's Institute for Theoretical Physics in Copenhagen in 1926. His main contacts there were with Bohr and Heisenberg. Although he was there for less than a year, he produced what was undoubtedly the major scientific paper of his career ('Application of quantum mechanics to the Stark effect in helium ' 1927) . The theoretical part consisted of a perturbation calculation of the Stark effect in helium, using the new matrix scheme of Heisenberg. In this calculation, the un perturbed Hamiltonian was that for hydrogen. Two perturbing terms were added. The first was due to the inner field, and had to reproduce the experimental helium spectrum at zero applied field, or more exactly, to reproduce the difference between hydrogen terms and helium terms. The second was due to the external electric field; its time average is directly written down from the classical form. The calculation then proceeds in what is now the usual way, with only a few pieces of old-fashioned notation to mark its date.
The Stark displacements are obtained for different electric field strengths first, and numerically tabulated for a number of helium groups, the main Stark effect being on the initial state in all cases. The intensities are then calculated as fractions of the intensities of lines in the normal helium spectrum. It was possible to restrict all the matrices in size so that the computations were relatively easy. The words 'diagonalization' and 'matrix element' do not appear anywhere in the course of the paper. Extensive tables of intensities are calculated for comparison with the experimental material. The last part of the paper contains a new series of experimental results on helium at electric fields up to 100 kV/cm, for comparison with the theory. In a series of beautiful plates, Foster shows the photographed Stark pattern of each helium group, the theoretical and experimental displace ments as a function of field strength, and the theoretical intensities at several field strengths. In all cases there is good agreement between theory and experiment. We no longer hope for such complete mastery of both theory and experiment by a single individual in a single paper.
Following this work, Foster and his students turned to more complex phenomena; the Stark effect in molecular spectra, the cases of more complex atoms, and the effects of combined electric and magnetic fields. These studies cannot claim to lie as close to the heart of physics as the earlier ones. Some individual points of interest may nevertheless be picked out. Studies of helium with parallel electric and magnetic fields showed that the parallelpolarized Stark components were unaffected by the magnetic field, while the perpendicular Stark components were each split into two components with the customary Zeeman separation. Studies were made of the effects of crossed electric and magnetic fields, but both the experimental results and the theory become very complicated, and little new knowledge is to be expected. A study of iron showed that, contrary to earlier belief, the 'pole effect', or shift in wavelength of certain lines near the negative pole of an iron arc, was not a Stark effect, indeed, that some of the lines shifted in the wrong direction. The work on molecular spectra, both theoretical and experimental, showed that the Stark effect was of the second order, and that good knowledge of the normal molecular spectrum was a prerequisite to any analysis.
During the middle thirties, Foster got support from the Rockefeller Foundation for experiments on quantitative spectrographic analysis of trace elements in biological materials. He and his students produced a series of papers on this subject in which extremely high sensitivities to certain elements were attained, with creditable accuracy (15%). Foster's motive in obtaining support was partly to provide employment for some of his recently graduated Ph.D.s. It is hard now to realize that in North America in the 1930s, highly qualified Ph.D.s in physics could get no sort of scientific employment, and often no employment at all.
Foster's spectroscopic period at McGill produced some twenty-five Ph.D.s in physics, most of whom continued to do research, and many of whom now occupy high posts. It is a remarkable record for one man.
Microwave antennas
When Foster went to the Radiation Laboratory at M .I.T. in 1941, he -entered a world of activity exactly suited to his talents. Inventiveness, intuition, and improvization had to be added to a sound scientific back ground, for in wartime radar development one never knew what was coming next.
He became a member of the microwave antenna group, whose leader was L. C. van Atta. Other members were E. M. Purcell, Luis Alvarez, C. G. and D. D. Montgomery, and R. H. Dicke. Foster ranged widely through the group, but the first problem he attacked as his own was that of illuminating a parabolic reflector from its focus by means of a waveguide entering from ,the rear. Since parabolic reflectors are straightforward, the greater part of the design work is expended on this illuminating device, or 'feed' in the jargon of the trade. The feed is itself a small antenna, and it is evident that its input impedance and radiation pattern must be closely controlled in the design. Foster's experience in optics made him realize in addition that the phase of the wave-front produced by the feed was crucial. In particular the feed must produce a wave-front whose locus of constant phase is the surface of a sphere in the case of the feed for a paraboloid, of or a circular cylinder in the case of a feed for a parabolic cylinder. Foster devised equipment with which to measure the phase, and microwave phase-measuring was soon a standard part of feed design. Later it also became standard procedure for full-scale antennas, for if one knows accurately the phase and amplitude distribution across the aperture of an antenna, the far-held radiation pattern is calculable.
At some point Foster came up against the scanning problem. Many microwave radar sets call for a rapidly-scanning antenna beam. In a typical case, the radar is intended to survey in detail an angular sector of terrain lying in front of the observing point. If a sectorial angle of 20° is desired, a beam of width 1°, swept repeatedly over the sector, will give a moderately detailed picture of reflecting targets in the area. If the radar display tube is arranged to display angle along one rectangular axis, and some part of the total range along the other, the result is a radar map of the selected area on which reflecting objects appear as bright shapes against the background clutter. If further the antenna beam is scanned at a rate of 20 or more times per second, the display is without flicker to the human eye. As a last require ment, we may ask that the beam shall scan all points within the sector at equal time intervals and at constant angular speed. This requirement is the same as asking for a linear, saw-tooth scan of angle versus time. It conclu sively rules out the obviously impractical solution of oscillating the whole antenna structure; such a motion would produce a sinusoidal scan. The same objection applies to a solution that might just be mechanically feasible, that of transversely oscillating the feed of a stationary paraboloid, lens, or other focusing device.
Many scientists worked on the scanning problem, and many successful scanning designs were produced. Most of these were 'moving-feed' designs. Usually one dealt with a transverse electric ( TE) wave propagating between parallel metal sheets spaced less than half a wave-length apart. Within such a region, a linear phase front can be formed not only by a feed illuminating a lens or parabolic reflector, but also by stretching or folding the 'sandwich', a possibility not included in classical geometrical optics. In any case a transverse motion of the feed achieves scanning, and if the sandwich can be rolled up or distorted into something like a cylinder, so as to transform the locus of the feed motion into a circle, one immediately has a mechanically possible scanner. A moment's thought shows that the feed, in rotating on its circle, produces a (nearly) linear, saw-tooth scan. Many ingenious devices of this kind have been designed and used in radar sets, but they all contain some element of compromise. Moving the source off-axis in a spherical lens or mirror system immediately introduces aberrations; the situation is worse for a parabolic mirror. In addition, the scanning saw-tooth may not be accur ately linear, and the feed may not always point in the optimum direction for illuminating the reflector or focusing device. All these factors combine to restrict moving-feed scanners to relatively narrow angles of scan.
It remained for Foster to produce a correct solution, as opposed to an approximate one. The following sentences are intended as an explanation, but not as an attempt to reproduce Foster's thought processes. A narrow beam of radiation is produced by a long, linear wave-front of constant phase, which we may call a phase-front. The beam can be scanned through any angle by tilting the phase-front through the same angle. If tilted about one of its ends, the phase-front has then swept out a sectorial area, which is the developed surface of a right circular cone. Now let a sandwich region of TE propagation be established between an inner and an outer metal cone. Let a linear phase front be launched from within along a generator of the inner cone, and extracted along a generator of the outer cone. The phase-front then traverses a sector, and undergoes a tilt whose angle varies linearly as the two cones rotate with respect to each other. Clearly the phase-front undergoes no deterioration during this process; there are no aberrations and no limits of geometrical optics on the angle scanned. This device is the Foster scanner. In practice, the outer cone is a stationary part of some larger antenna system, and the inner cone rotates. The original phase-front must be generated inside the inner cone by some means, a slotted waveguide array, or a rolled-up parabolic reflector, or the like; the radio-frequency supply must be delivered through a rotating joint in one of the bearings supporting the inner cone. Neither of these problems is serious. The preced ing description is that of one particular model of scanner, to illustrate the principle.
There are two disadvantages of the device, both partly psychological. First, the rotating object (the inner cone) has to be as long as the full aperture of the final antenna, and this large rotor must spin at, say, 1200 rev/min (20 scans/second). Second, along the generators of the two cones, where the phase-front is successively launched and extracted, barriers are required to stop the waves from going the wrong way round the cone. During the continuous rotation, the barriers must pass through each other, and hence must be toothed rather than continuous. There is no real difficulty about the matter, but strangers to the scheme are invariably worried by the barrier question. They picture some monstrous accidental gnashing of teeth.
Foster considered this scanner to be his best single stroke of ingenuity. In 1944 he could be seen on the roof of the Radiation Lab, happily pointing a scanner across the Charles toward downtown Boston, and seeing on the display a graphic map of the streets and squares of that historic city. In another test at Camp Petawawa, Ontario, a Bren-gun bullet was followed for 1 • 25 miles.
Unaccountably, neither Foster nor anyone else made any effort to publish a proper description either of the scanner or of his other microwave work when the wartime security was relaxed. As a result, his device has seen less use than would seem warranted, and he himself has got less credit. The volume on microwave antenna design in the M .I.T. series on the work of the Radiation Lab scarcely mentions the rapid scanning problem at all, and, incredibly, does not contain Foster's name. Finally, in 1958 he published a brief description of the scanner, although in the meantime his work had been described by others, not always accurately. A U.S. patent was issued to Foster for the scanner after many years (1958) . One form of recognition was given in full; in 1947 Foster received the U.S. Medal of Freedom and Bronze Palm for his wartime work at M .I.T.
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Nuclear physics and the Radiation Laboratory When we come to discuss the third period in Foster's career, his place as a scientist shifts to some extent. He never became personally involved in detailed nuclear research to the same extent as in his previous fields. So far as the provision and management of the Laboratory and cyclotron were concerned, he was the leader, but in nuclear physics itself he was generally one of several participants. His role of Director of the Laboratory was itself a handicap. These remarks should not suggest that his extraordinary flair and intuition ever deserted him; on the contrary, it continued to surprise his colleagues to the end. As nuclear physics became more complex, formal, and abstract, however, it became less and less suited to the Foster style. Through out the nuclear period, he had more feel for techniques and apparatus than for nuclear physics itself.
During the early period at the Laboratory, the work was exploratory. Targets chosen almost at random were bombarded and then examined for new radioactivities. At that time it was possible (it still is today) to produce many new radioactive species with 100 M^eV protons. Foster took to this early work with great zeal, and an appreciable fraction of all the presently known radioactivities (between 5 and 10%) were discovered at the Laboratory in this way. This work, which today we might call radio chemistry, gave him scope for his experimental ability in designing targets and extraction methods, and generally in outwitting difficulties as they arose. Foster remained an adviser in this exploratory work, and his name was attached to only a few of the publications that came out of it.
Foster did not insist that the Radiation Laboratory should confine itself to nuclear physics. At various times there were experiments in microwave absorption spectroscopy (whose absorption cell delighted Foster by being both microwave and Stark-modulated), in nuclear spin echoes (when on a memorable day a graduate student proved with his complex apparatus that Scotch whisky was a mixture of ethyl alcohol and water), and on the use of an ultracentrifuge to study irradiated proteins. There was even a little Stark-effect spectroscopy of the traditional kind, and some work on a Foster scanner.
In the meantime others in the Laboratory, with Foster's blessing, were developing work in the measurement of nuclear cross sections, of short life times of nuclear excited states, and of beta-and gamma-ray spectra with modern devices. Probably the most important nuclear paper bearing Foster's name was published in 1958, in collaboration with A. B. Whitehead. They observed, in the cross section of the reaction l60(/>,a),3N at low proton energies, a series of very marked intermediate resonances which excited great interest at the time and are still not fully interpreted. This experiment was a typical Foster job, in which the main magnetic field of the cyclotron was used as an energy selector of excellent resolution, to direct protons on to carefully placed targets. The observed effect ought to have been found by someone else, using a Van de Graaff generator with its good energy resolution, but Foster got there first.
Foster's last nuclear paper was published in 1959, but in his last two papers of all, he returned to the Stark effect. The very last was an entry in an encyclopaedic dictionary of physics, a small gesture perhaps in the direction of the book on the Stark effect that he wished and intended to write, but never got around to.
C h a r a c t e r , per so n a lity , and family Foster was first and last a physicist, by instinct, training, and profession. His scientific insight was always clear and powerful; at times it seemed supernatural. His method of reasoning often seemed to involve no method whatever; he merely jumped from the premise to the correct conclusion. In a performance of this type, it was not clear whether or not he went through the intermediate steps which a less gifted person would have to take in order to reach the same end point. If questioned on the subject, he would make a characteristic oblique reply. He had a phenomenal memory, which might account to some extent for such intuition. This memory was not, however, particularly selective; he has been heard to reel off a telephone number which he had no earthly reason to remember. He often disclaimed knowledge of fields in which he had actually made distinct contributions. For example, he always maintained that he knew nothing about electronics, but in 1939 he was building radar I.F. strips, during the war he was an innovator in microwave antenna design, and afterwards he supervised the design and construction of a large cyclotron. Again, he denied being anything but an experimenter, but he was the author of an early and very powerful paper on quantum mechanics applied to the Stark effect.
Devoted to physics though he was, Foster was exceptionally quick to appreciate good work in art, music, and letters generally. He was almost as alert to condemn shoddiness, whether it took the form of a wordy scientific paper ('There isn't any turkey in it') or the vague complaints of certain humanists about their lot ('They could go to work too'). He liked to hear of musical or artistic talents among his students and their families. He himself used to play the fiddle a little (he would never have said violin), and he was intensely interested in graphic arts, architectural design, and interior decorating. He was often far ahead of his time. If Foster had had his way, Montreal's big concert hall would have been built twenty-five years ago on the McGill campus, rather than three years ago in the Place des Arts. He even drew a set of plans, but he could not arouse any definite support.
No description of Foster would be complete without reference to his sense of humour, which could be described as Mark Twain or Stephen Leacock with a down-east flavour. His wild, contagious laugh was characteristic; on occasion strangers were misled by it into thinking that Foster, a very abstemious man, was intoxicated. His short, oblique remarks were nearly always funny and always accurate.
He could be stunningly blunt too. His likes and dislikes were strong and honest, like the man himself. He in turn never believed that it was desirable or possible to be liked by everyone; there were a few people whose dislike he bore with equanimity ('He's a Foster-hater', he would say). He was com pletely loyal and protective to McGill, and to his graduate students and staff. Once convinced of a student's worth, Foster would tirelessly piomote his interests long after graduation. (People who tried to get ahead by complaints and political manoeuvring got very short shrift from him.) He once made a special trip to Ottawa in order to descend unheralded upon the unfortunate Dean of an institution which was treating a certain Radiation Laboratory graduate inadequately in Foster's view. The same graduate is now a Dean himself, in another place.
His two sons, John S., Jr., and L. Curtis, inherited a great deal of the Foster flair for physical experimentation. They seemed to share his ability to take an original and even heterodox view; there were times when either of them could have earned the nickname 'Stormy', with their father. Both sons took physics at McGill, and both proceeded to the Ph.D., John at Berkeley and Curtis at McGill. John is now Director of Research and Development in the United States Defence Department in Washington, and Curtis is Vice-President and Director of Research at Zenith Radio Research in Menlo Park, California. Foster was justifiably proud of his sons, and liked to think of them as chips off the old block.
He was also exceptionally devoted to his wife and to their home. Most of the interior decorating in their house in Montreal was designed by him, and much of it executed by him. He was the gardener of the family as well ('Flora thinks that stuff outside is dirt'). His wife's health was not always good in the later years, but Foster was always gallant and considerate.
Just after his retirement from the Radiation Laboratory in 1960, McGill University made him Macdonald Travelling Fellow so that he could make a round-the-world survey of physics laboratories. Mostly owing to Mrs Foster's failing eyesight, the trip was never made. Instead, Foster spent a year at M .I.T. as visiting scientist. He was to be found in the basement of the old Physics Building there, doing his own glass-blowing and putting apparatus together for spectroscopic work. He missed his Radiation Laboratory, where anyone can get into the shop, but had succeeded in making some outlandish arrangement with one of the M .I.T. machinists, involving illegal entry.
When he finally decided to retire officially, Dr and Mrs Foster moved to California, where both their sons lived at the time, and bought a house in Berkeley. Retirement for him was not repose, and he was active until the final heart attack. He died on 9 September 1964.
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